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On the other hand , the passion of strong
dreamers also attract ‘ dream killers’. These are
people who have allowed themselves to possess the
dysfunctional capacity to dampen the enthusiasm
of passion of others and put out their fire.

A

s we have established
previously, passion
creates drive. Dreamers need to be
passionate about their dreams and
must be eager to sell their dreams
to others to enlist their support.
This makes them attract helpers
and build a strong team. A strong
and cohesive team is surely a
critical success factor for actuating
plans as no one achieves anything
alone. In addition, a strong team
brings a multiplier effect to any
endeavor because ‘ one chases a
thousand where two would chase
ten thousands ‘. This is true for
natural projects and even more so
in spiritual matters.

One more complication with dream killers is
their ability to introduce significant confusion and
opaqueness to the pursuit of plans.

O

n the other hand , the
passion of strong dreamers
also attract ‘ dream killers’. These
are people who have allowed
themselves to possess the
dysfunctional capacity to dampen
the enthusiasm of passion of others
and put out their fire. And many
have fallen victim. In fact, I can
safely postulate that if your dreams
attracts no opposition in any shape
or color, it is probably not
significant in any way. A short lived
opposition no matter how intensive
is probably bearable; but knowing
that nothing notable comes
automatically (it takes time!!),

handling dream killers cannot be
wished away and or ignored in
many instances. One more
complication with dream killers is
their ability to introduce significant
confusion and opaqueness to the
pursuit of plans.
Dream killers can be so
disruptive, handling them must
therefore involve force... what I
call the force of persistence. This
should address the many issues and
disillusion that accompany such
oppositions . How do I know I am
still on the right path? How exactly
do I hold on to my dream with the
level of confusion unleashed not
just on me but also on the people
on my team?
Persistence requires a careful
mix of focus and force. Focus
ensures that the pursuit of the plan
remains on course and in
momentum. This singular act in
the face of opposition is a potent
force and is capable of deflating
the enemy and eventually stop
them. Focus is however sometimes
not enough to punch holes in the
onslaught of the ferocious dream
killer. Force may be required. This
simply means standing our ground
and fighting for our dreams. We
must however be careful not to
apply more force than is required
and or too quickly.

O

pposition and the need for
persistence is not new to
human endeavor and a few lessons
from others may be appropriate
here. One such lesson is from
Nehemiah; a man in the Bible days,
the king’s cup bearer and a high
ranking man faced with voracious
opposition as he planned to fulfill
his God-given dream of
rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem.
The building of the wall
represented not only security
around the Jews, it represented the
glory of God around them. This
was significant. The dream you
pursue should hold such
significance to your life, allowing
you to be the best you can. And it
should be obvious to you and
everyone around, like the imposing

wall around Jerusalem.
We learn from Nehemiah that
elaborate, diligent and competent
planning is required to actualize
lofty dreams. Not only this, he
sought and received the consent
and help of the King being situated
in his palace. You must sell your
dream to everyone around you and
build a strong team to actualize it.
No wonder Nehemiah’s dream and
plan caught the attention of not
just one ferocious dream killer, it
attracted three! Sanballat, Tobiah
and Geshem. And they tried!!! No
matter how strong, connected or
prepared you are, big dreams and
plans inevitably attract opposition.

H

e applied the first key of persistence, FOCUS. He did not STOP
his plans nor his actions. Rather, he became more precise,
organized and disciplined. He encouraged his team members and
worked twice as hard. Focus, does not mean you ignore opposition, it
means you respond to them by CONTINUING THE WORK,
ENCOURAGING YOUR TEAM MEMBERS TO DO SAME and
REFINING YOUR PLANS TO ENSURE THE PROGRESS OF THE
WORK BECOMES MORE OBVIOUS. Let me reiterate that focus
requires not only continuing the work.
Two things are important with Focus:
Strengthening your team
members: the moment the
cohesiveness and eagerness of the
team is broken, discouragement
sets in and the work stops
eventually...

Making the progress of the work
obvious, and celebrating
milestones.. this releases more
drive to you and the team, and
weakens opposition

Then came the application of the second key of persistence: FORCE.
Please note by force I am not referring to violence, aggression or
criminality in any form , but protecting yourself legally and morally so
that you do not become an easy target for the opposition. This requires
not only skill, consultation with experts but above all God’s guidance.
After all said and done, all superior security and wisdom comes from

GOD.
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